A’s TAKE TOP SPOT

LAST 3 WEEKS

Guest Writer Tim Wilson

A-Grade (LO 1A)
ROUND 10

With the skipper away and a game still to play V.C Wilson put on the big hat leading the way.
Putting trust in his charges to get the job done. Coin toss was taken, going our way, we decided
to bowl, win number one.
Gathering his troops before the first ball, all looking up hoping rain wouldn't fall.
He said "Let's bowl full and keep the fielding tight, we can't underestimate the underdog, they
may have some fight."
The McLeod brothers started bowling straight and with pace. Giving them nothing, not even a
short ball to face.
With a nick to the keeper, the first wicket would fall. From a well delivered Jarrad McLeod,
slower type ball.
J Mac would get us wicket number two. With a brilliant delivery, hitting pad, and going straight
through.
The third wicket fell from an Aaron Timm run out. A direct throw to the keeper, bails were off.
With a raise of the finger, square leg had no doubt.
Sanjay and Sam would take the next two. All before drinks making them five down for a few.
With one of their batsmen standing their ground. He liked the quick pace and started slapping
us around.

Para Vista A 0/116
T Hodson 50*
E Napoli 54*
Defeated
Two Wells 112
T Wilson 3/17
J McLeod 2/10
S Khatri 2/13

B-Grade (LO 2)
ROUND 10
Craigmore E 3/148
P Peov 1/12
Defeated
Para Vista B 6/146
J O’Regan 52
P Peov 35

After drinks the skip would take to the ground, his face with a grin. Give Eddie the gloves, slow
the pace, and give them some spin.
Success would come with the very first ball. A nick to the slips would make the sixth wicket fall.
The next four wickets would fall in quick patches. A bowled, an LB, and a couple of catches.
Never the less the job was not done, we had to make their score, which was just over a ton.
With not a big score, Two Wells 112 ahead. The opening bat was given to Hoddo and Ed.
With aggression and ease, the bowlers they teased. Picking gaps, running one's and twos as they
pleased.
With plenty of short balls on offer, and one job on their mind. The boundary they sought, and would
regularly find.
Ed had passed 50 and Hoddo on 44. He needed a 6 for his fifty, P.V needed four.
A short ball was delivered, Hoddo went Aerial bound. He was after that 6 and that's what he found.
With no loss of a wicket and both making half tons. The game would be over, and yes we had won.
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Pipped at the Post
Guest writer Pierrot Peov
Another day, another game at Argana Park and once again we had lost the toss. To our
surprise we were sent in to bat. And bat we did.
First in was Mick Sheppard and Peter Gardner. Peter was unlucky with a nick which saw
him getting caught behind in the third over for 7. Replacing his dad, Ben Gardner was next
up to bat. The pair travelling quite well with a few boundaries. The rain started coming in
but the teams persisted throughout the rain. The rain had let up and when things started
looking good, Ben knocked one up with plenty of time for a fielder to pick it. Leaving with
16 which left the team with 2 for 35 in the ninth over. In came Pierrot, standing his ground
with a solid defence. It was in the eighteenth over which saw Mick picking out a fielder
leaving with 24 and the team 3 for 51. Just after drinks Dave Schreiber had to retire hurt
which saw Jason O’Regan enter the crease.
Both players doing what they do best, Pierrot with a solid defence turning the strike and
Jason attacking the ball, the pair set up a solid partnership. With Jason hitting a total of 5
sixes he eventually knocked one straight to a fielder which saw him making 52 putting the
total at 136 with 2 overs to go. Pierrot seeing into the final over was eventually bowled out
for 35, which left the team a total of 146.
After enjoying another nice afternoon tea supplied by the opposition, it was time for the
team to get together and have some fun in the field.

A-Grade (LO 1A)
ROUND 11
Para Vista A 4/295
T Hodson 178*
J Vines 35
M Cossens 33
Defeated
Central United 63
T Wilson 2/10
J McLeod 2/11
M Hosking 2/14

B-Grade (LO 2)
ROUND 11
Craigmore D 5/175
N Jaffari 2/20
Defeated
Para Vista B 8/92
S Khatri 34no

First up in the bowling attack was Jason Jackowiak and Brenton Starke. After Brenton
bowling 2 tight overs decided to have a rest which saw Ben having his first bowling spell for
the season. Jacko bowling out 5 overs for 8, saw Starkey return on the other end to bowl
another 3 going for 12. Next up was Peter Gardner bowling 2 over for 29. Ben bowled out
his 8 overs going for 43. Roger Wilkins was up next to bowl and after a few drop catches,
one was hit in the air to Jacko who leapt in the air and grabbed it with his trusty left hand
saw Roger get a well-deserved wicket. Peter O’Brien was up to bowl the next over which
scored another wicket for the team in his first over, seeing the batsman edge the ball to be
caught behind by Jason. Roger bowled another over where he ended up 1 for 20. Next up
to bowl was Pierrot. In his second over the batsman knocked one straight up in the air to
be caught by Jason, getting his first wicket for the Team. The game was wrapped up in the
next over with the opposition overtaking our score in the thirtieth over. O’Brien ending up
1 for 22 and Pierrot 1 for 12.
Despite the result, the Team left the field smiling knowing that each of the players
performed well, didn’t give up and most of all, had fun playing a great game.
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Hoddo’s Onslaught
Guest Write Marc Cossens
Round 11 saw Martini's A's playing Central United at home. It started out in confusion, with
Martini advising us that a captains agreement had been made, meaning that we would bowl
first.
Then after consideration from the vacant minded CU captain he changed his mind, so the
captain's ended up tossing the coin...we would now bat first.
Being relegated to number 3 , I was hoping to take a seat and watch our two openers go about
their way. It was a worrying sign to see Hoddo pacing around without his gear on looking
nervous...I mean he's done this a million times ??!

SPONSORS
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“Forgot me pants Cuz...their coming now” …... right.......
With Hoddo and his attire sorted out, His opening partner Eddie ...fresh as a daisy and not
suffering from the effects of a well celebrated 30th the night before, made his intentions
clear. “I'm here for a good time, not a long time”.
The opening pair put on 38, which included Eddie despatching the ball into the lower carpark
on the full. A nice start...
I came to the crease and with Hoddo already looking a million dollars, just tried to turn over
the strike. From there I did a lot of leaning on my bat at the other end. Gradually Hoddo was
building his innings.
When I was bowled by an absolute peach, Vinesy strode to the wicket to continue the
onslaught.
By this time Hoddo was in full swing. Despatching the bad ball for 4 or 6, and accumulating
runs at a rapid pace. He brought up his 100 and the team 200 with another 4.
With Joshy's departure on 35, and the loss of Timmsy for 6, new player Matt Hosking took
over.
His first scoring shot was a bunt back to the bowler...for 3! (2 overthrows and a single!)
The last 10 overs yielded 120 runs. Hoddo looked unstoppable. And he largely was.
At the end of the innings he made 178 *...which included 18 fours and 9 sixes, he dominated
the CU bowlers. His innings is up there as one of the best ever...by anyone in our long history.
It was faultless as he did not give one chance during his innings.
Chasing 296 for victory was always going to be a tough proposition, and it proved to be an
impossible task for the CU batsman. With guns like The McLeod brothers, who are both
bowling so well at the moment. Luke ended up with 1/11 from four overs, Jarrad with 2/11
from three overs, Matt Hosking ( who hadn't bowled for 5 years ) ended up with 2/14 from
his three overs , Wilson bowling really well with 2/10 from four...and Sam Burge 1 / 2 from
three overs...and even Martini bowling himself and getting a wicket...probably the plummest
LBW you will ever see...CU all out for 63.
But the day belonged to Hoddo. An truly incredible innings. The win leaves the A's in a great
position on top off the ladder leading into the break, and marching towards another PV flag.
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Roger Goes Kaboom
Guest Writer Roger Wilkins
Jnr lost the toss once again & Craigmore selected to bat. We welcome jack (Gopi’s mate) for his
first game for the club, with returning of Sanjay, Fez, and Gopi back down from the A Grade.
Sanjay open the first over and the second over was Fez. After the 3rd over Jnr brought himself on
due to Fez being expensive from his 1st over, but still continued with Sanjay at the other end.
After Sanjay bowled his 5th over he brought Noor on from Sanjay end, Jnr bowled a few more
overs before return Fez before drinks. Noor got a wicket which cleaned bowled the guy in his 4
over. Leading up drinks Noor n Fez was bowling, until Noor got another wicket. At drinks break
Jnr told the boys that Roger will be replacing Fez at his end, at drinks they were 2/81.
After drinks break Roger bowled his first over, with ex Para Vista-ian Troy Guest come the to the
crease. The first few balls Troy block out with nearly a stumping by Eggs while Roger giving Troy a
standing glare. Noor continued bowling before he was taken off after bowling one too many full
toss no-balls. Jnr replaced him with Jack (Gopi’s mate) for a few overs. Jack bowled 3 overs after
that. Roger was still continuing at the other end. In roger’s 7th over he took the surprise wicket of
Troy Guest with Sanjay taking the catch leaving the opposition at 3/122. Jnr told the boys that
Roger will bowl his overs out. Roger bowled his last over to 1/35 from 8 overs, which he has
never bowled 8 overs in his career. Well done!
Few overs remaining, he bowled himself out, Sanjay and Fez. Sanjay took a wicket which cleaned
bowled a guy with the stumps went flying backwards towards Eggs which had the stump landing
like a spear. Nearly at the end of the innings we let ourselves down with many dropped catches in
the outfield, which could have restricted them, but we finally got a run out with a Gopi/Fez
combination. At close of innings they finished up 5/175 with Noor taking 2/20, Roger & Sanjay
both getting 1/35 from 8 overs.

A-Grade (LO 1A)
ROUND 11
Para Vista A 0/116
T Hodson 50*
E Napoli 54*
Defeated
Two Wells 112
T Wilson 3/17
J McLeod 2/10
S Khatri 2/13

B-Grade (LO 2)
ROUND 11
Craigmore 3/148
P Peov 1/12
Defeated
Para Vista B 6/146
J O’Regan 52
P Peov 35

With a target of 176 from 40 overs to win, Gopi and Tim Brown opened. We started out very
shaky with losing Gopi in the 4th over which we thought was a bump ball. In the 4th over it was
1/11 then a few runs later we lost Egg’s at 2/13. Nathaniel and Tim Brown started making runs
until Nathaniel got out in the 15th overs, while Tim Brown was solid at the crease. At drinks we
were 4/40, when Jnr gave a task to Fez and told him to stay in middle and get some time in the
middle. Not long after that Fez got out then quickly followed by Tim Brown getting out in the
same over. This left us with Sanjay, Jack, Noor, Roger and Jnr left to bat. Sanjay was given the
task to a get some time in the middle and do nothing stupid. Jack, Noor made quick runs but got
out.
With 11 overs remaining we only had Roger and Jnr left in the shed, Jnr told roger to bat the
overs out with Sanjay. So roger told Sanjay to let’s aim to keep them out in the field for remaining
overs, so we were making the opposition get very cranky, blocking every ball unless the ball was
in our special areas to hit. With few over remaining Sanjay started to get some good balls to belt
around the ground. We managed to hold out the overs with Sanjay 34 not out and Roger made 1
not out at the close of the 40 overs. Roger and Sanjay made a 39 runs partnership for the 9th
wicket ending the Innings at 8/92.
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Sunday Roast
Guest Writer Scott Brown
Driving to the ground, steady misty rain was falling. This was not the plan. Here we are in the
middle of December, set to unite players past and present. Anthony Donnon, aka Captain Stabby,
returned after 761 days adrift to night-shift. Zac Edwards made his annual appearance and Phil
Atkins fronted up for his first hitout of the year (I was told to NOT mention Round 4).
Despite Tim Hodson being named, the “Mercy Rule” was evoked. 178* yesterday in LO1A (Grade 5)
and lining up against Eyre Royals Cs in LO2 (Grade 7) today. Picking on the little kids is just not
cool...and something about being sore. Into the squad came Tim Wilson. The last available eleven
selected was on the park for Para Vista’s first ever Sunday fixture.
With concerns over the damp outfield, the toss was vital to starting off well. Wanting to be his own
man and win more coin tosses than other club captains, Skipper Ben Gardner called correctly, it was
time for a bat. A debut opening pair of Atkins and new player Mick Sheppard wandered out to the
middle as the drizzle abated. Both looking to deny the bowlers, wet and wear out new ball.
The experienced pair looked patient, denying the bowlers and keeping out the tight lines. First
opportunity to free the arms just a little, Mick chased a wide delivery, only to chop on. Ben Gardner
in at his customary first drop. The next over Gummy played to backward square when he should
have played straight. Even his teammates sitting under cover were putting their fingers up. Leg
Before of 6. Jarrad McLeod in at 4, looked to steady the ship. At this grade, get through the first two
bowlers and it may get easier. Bungey playing patient and straight. Eggs got a few away before he
spooned a catch, out for 10.
This brought Capt. Stabby to the crease. It has been a long between hits for this legend who is
usually asleep at this time of the day. After seeing of a few balls was run out without scoring in what
was just a bad call. Obvious to all, the imbalance between expectation and reality. PV B, 4 for 27.
#suiciderun

B-Grade (LO 2)
ROUND 12
Eyre Royals C 138
J McLeod 3/22
T Wilson 2/10
B Gardner 2/38
Defeated by
Para Vista B 154
J O’Regan 61
J McLeod 38
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Next we witnessed a partnership between J-Mac and Jason O’Regan. J-Mac solid, picking off the
rubbish and JO treating it all like rubbish. Not sure how JO didn’t put his back out as the partnership
passed 80. The partnership was broken. MacLeod judged adjacent, out for 38. PV 5 down for 110.
With plenty in the shed, Tim Wilson strolled out to support a rampaging O’Regan. It was going to
take some catching to dismiss JO on this day. And that is what it took. Going long and straight, the
ball cannoned into the outstretched hands of the long off...and, to everyone surprise, stuck. JO
caught for 61 (7x4s, 2x6s). PV 6/116.
The (not so) baby giraffe joined Wilson. The score continued to tick over until Wilson (11) was caught
by a young lad, running backwards who threw up his left mit and it stuck. All we could do was clap.
7/148.
From there Scott Brown joined Zedwards. The tail did not wag. Zac (18) spooning one back to the
bowler. Brownie out stumped. It all happened so fast, all Brownie could do was stare behind him in
awe and nod. Roger Wilkins couldn’t find the resistance he had the day before, bowled, PV had 154
on the board, inside 30 overs. Noor the not out batsman.
Generous tea supplied by Eyre Royals. Then back into battle. The plan was to put pressure on from
the start. MacLeod had the pick of ends, surprising the opening pair. Not sure they have faced this
pace in LO2 for a while. Maiden. As a result of J-Mac’s pure selfishness, the old timer was forced to
push into the wind. Brownie had the ball swinging both ways, with the batters not sure what to do.
The batters chose to swing through the line and hope they could use the pace of the ball to score. In
the 4th over, Brownie rolled his fingers across the ball, the batter was through his shot, the ball
falling just short of Tim Wilson at a short Mid Off. Panic ensued and with the two openers at the
same end, the throw to the other, Royals were one down for just 17.
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Sunday Roast..cont

EVENTS

Guest Writer Scott Brown
Mac continued to scare and apply pressure with the wind. With an absolute CRACKER, taking off
stump in the next over without Royals adding to the score.
After 5 from each of our quick men, Captain Eggs backed himself in to keep it tight. With Jack
Nicholson echoing through his head; “Roll your dice and take your chances", came off the long run
and pitched them up. That was one serious Captain's Call. 11 off his first over. But the 5 th legitimate
delivery rapped the pad, adjacent and finger up. Breakthrough. ER 3 for 42.
Noor replaced Brown and aimed his radar. Keeping tight. Noor doing as Noor does, daring the
batters to make a mistake. Eggs fronted up for his second over, keen to keep his shape. Third ball,
just short of a length, big pully from the batter taken at mid wicket, Brownie the catch moving to his
left. 4 for 47.
Benny and Noor continued to threaten, but a change was due. Tim Wilson getting the pick of ends,
replaced Noor who was switching ends. We needed to find someone to bowl the one over to allow
the switch to occur.

Jan 12- Bingo Night
Feb 23- Quiz Night

End of Season
Fishing Trip
Destination and Date
TBC
Keep an eye on
FaceBook

Zac Edwards with the surprise call up. Despite being instructed to warm up a few overs earlier. Sent
down what can only be described as Blunderbuss. Not sure what direction it was going nor what it is
going to hit. Despite conceding 17, the last two were pearlers, suggesting a future opportunity was
on the cards. Wilson’s first over threatened, the batters not quite sure what they would get, but it
was tight. Noor hopped onto his new end. Wilson bowling his second and the inning’s 2oth, drew a
false swipe to the leg side. Either hit too hard for a single or too soft for a boundary, outstretched
two-handed screamer, Brownie‘s perfectly timed leap to his right meant that at drinks, Royals were
five down for 97.
As club legend John Dolling would say, there is a moment in every match when the Captain must
take a gamble, the outcome effecting the result of the match. We were halfway through the innings.
Only 58 to defend from the remaining 20 overs. There was no benefit of having MacLeod and Brown
with overs to spare. The plan- load the pressure back on. J-Mac replaced Noor and Wilson
continued, the pressure was indeed on. The next four overs coughed up only four runs and the
target looked further away than the batters were comfortable with. Bungey’s last over (25 th for the
innings) and the pressure induced mistakes. A defensive mindset and hesitant footwork brought the
next wicket, Royal’s top scorer, trapped Leg Before for 29 and the door was open. Three balls later, a
knick off catch to ‘keeper O’Regan and Royals were 7/107. Needing 47 with 3 wickets in hand.
Wilson continued to confuse, with only a few runs coming from him. Brown (1/16) replaced Mac
(3/22), the pressure continued. Only two runs from the old bugger off his last three overs, but it was
the wicket of the number 7 batsman that was the most telling. Inswinger through the gate, middle
stump out of the ground. 8/114. The next over, Wilson (2/10) delivered the secret signal to O’Regan,
ripped a rocket straight through the number 10. 9/116.
The skipper’s gamble paid off. With MacLeod, Brown and Wilson bowled out, there was the solitary
wicket remaining for victory, with little hope of the required runs being achieved. From one end, the
ball was returned to Z Edwards (0/20) and he did not disappoint this spell, three runs from three
overs. From the other Noor (0/20) bowled a maiden and was followed by Anthony Donnon. A new
nickname was uncovered for Donno, “Rice Bubbles”. Bowling for the first time in years, he snapped,
he crackled and he even went “pop”. Conceding just the three runs. The last wicket came by the way
of a run out to Edwards. Job done. Royals dismissed for 138.
It was an all-round performance by PVB. Despite a few batting mishaps, the fielding innings was
superb. Pressure on the batters, tight fielding with not many balls getting past fielders, the only
drops were far from straight forward and two run outs.
It was a pleasure playing this match. The win valuable, keeps us within touch of the final four. More
importantly, it was fun, mixing the old with the new.
Brownie
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Heardered on the Grapevine
(Noticeboard for the Goatherders to share news, events and stories! Got something to add- send it through- bonus points for pictures!)

Round 11

Round 12

Fundraising
We are fundraising this year with the Toyota “Good for
Cricket” raffle. We have 20 books to sell so please grab one
off Scott Brown.
It’s fundraising like this that helps keep the club running and
sub fees down so please get behind the club.
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Message from the President.
What a start to the season. New competition and new players embraced has brought a new enthusiasm.
As we hoped, the first half of the summer has been exciting. I have witnessed the significant improvement
and development of many players and a return to enjoyable cricket for all. On the whole, the opposition
clubs have welcomed us, have entered into respectful banter and matches have been played cricket in the
manner expected.
Here we are, at the Christmas break. The B- Grade have entered the break with a solid win ensuring that
they remain in touch with the top four. The smiles on faces has demonstrates that Brenton Starke and
Ben Gardner are leading the team with the long view.
Ian Martin has solidly lead the club, A-Grade sitting top. The only loss came on a day we were
undermanned, with four of the 11 suffering from illness; Salisbury North making the runs on the
penultimate delivery. The young lads, Sam and Sanjay, holding their own amongst their experienced
teammates. The future is bright.
We now pause for a couple of weeks. The new year brings the challenge in keeping up the momentum.
We next catch up Thursday 3rd January at Edward Smith Reserve for Centre Wicket Practice and BBQ. This
will be a great opportunity to catch up. Due to the unavailability of the ground, is also our last chance for a
centre workout.
On behalf of the entire Committee, we wish you a Merry Christmas and a joyous New Year. May the
festive season bring rest and peace.
See you next year.
Brownie
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New 40th Season Caps
$30

Club Shorts
$35

Dad jokes of the Week
Jones had taken his wife to a cricket match. She sat through the first innings although plainly
bored. In the second innings a batsman gave a tremendous swipe and knocked the ball out of the
ground.
'Thank goodness they got rid of it,' she sighed. 'Now we can all go home.'
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